By Sue Gwise, Horticulture Educator

Each winter Master Gardeners screen recent films about gardening, food, and the environment. In 2018 we
will be opening up these screenings to the public. Please join us – bring a folding or picnic chair and your
favorite movie snack. Popcorn will be provided. This is a good way to ‘think gardening’ in the middle of
winter and get some ideas for next season!
All movies run Wednesday afternoons from 1 to 3 p.m. at the Cornell Cooperative Extension of Jefferson
County office in Watertown. Here is the lineup for 2018:
January 17-DOUBLE FEATURE
Nature-What Plants Talk About – Scientist J.C. Cahill takes us on a
journey into the "secret world of plants," revealing an astonishing
landscape where plants eavesdrop on each other, talk to their allies, call
in insect mercenaries, and nurture their young. It is a world of pulsing
activity, where plants communicate, cooperate, and, sometimes, wage
all-out war.
Baobabs – By their sheer size and original shapes, baobabs are among
the most remarkable trees on the planet. Relatively unknown in
Madagascar, the giants are currently threatened by deforestation. To
study them, in the heart of their forests, the French biologist Cyrille
Cornu travels by pirogue with his colleague Wilfried Ramahafaly,
exploring 400 km of wild and isolated coastline in the southwest of
Madagascar.
January 31
Trashed with Jeremy Irons – Jeremy Irons sets out to
discover the extent and effects of the global waste
problem, as he travels around the world to beautiful
destinations tainted by pollution. This is a
meticulous, brave investigative journey that takes
Irons (and us) from skepticism to sorrow and from
horror to hope.
February 14
The Greenhouse of the Future – A how-to video that
outlines the design and step-by-step building of a radically sustainable passive solar greenhouse built
from up-cycled materials (tires - wood - glass bottles) and operates using fully renewable natural
energies. By building this greenhouse with your family or your community, you will contribute to a
healthier and more sustainable world, reconnect with nature, save money, and produce your own
local organic food all year-round.
continued...

February 28-TRIPLE FEATURE
Permaculture, A Quiet Revolution – This timely documentary offers practical steps on how to
'permaculturize' our lives. It invites viewers into a permaculture community that spans the globe.
Most importantly, it gives the critical inspiration needed to turn our backs on that which is failing us,
and to create a sustainable future of our own making.
Composting for Busy People – Learn from real people
about how to compost. They'll show you in their
own backyards everything from how to set up a bin
and wormbox, to how to best use finished compost
on your own plants. Along the way, they'll tell you
how to maintain the pile without having to spend
too much of your precious time on making this great
natural fertilizer.
New Farms, Big Success – This inspiring documentary,
presents three ecologically responsible farms in the
USA and Canada. Their unique business plans
eliminate the middle man, use sustainable methods
and few fossil fuels, and show how a decent living
can be made.
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